ZIKMUND HRUB› Z JELENÕ A JEHO éIVOT V BASILEJI
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u antikv·¯˘ rakousk˝ch a hlavnÏ zahraniËn˝ch, v Dr·ûÔanech, Lipsku,
Dobrosoli, BerlÌnÏ, Vratislavi, Kr·lovci, Kielu, GreifswaldÏ, M¸nsteru,
KolÌnÏ n. R., Bonnu, MohuËi, FrankfurtÏ, MnichovÏ, Augsburku, Ulmu,
StuttgartÏ, Ellwang·ch, ätrasburce, Basileji, Curychu, Pa¯Ìûi aj., aû se mu
poda¯ilo shledati a skoupiti tÈmÏ¯ ˙plnou sbÌrku spis˘ Geleniov˝ch, vÏtöinou foliant˘, mezi nimi dokonce i takovÈ, jeû se v niû·dnÈ bibliothÈce
praûskÈ nenalÈzajÌ, ba nÏkterÈ ani dle titulu dostateËnÏ zn·my nejsou.
Tuto sbÌrku podepsan˝ osmÏluje se z p¯ÌËiny naho¯e udanÈ slavnÈmu
v˝boru Musea kr·lovstvÌ »eskÈho nynÌ darem nabÌdnouti a uctivÏ prositi, by v knihovnÏ bylo jÌ mÌsta pop¯·no. Spolu slibuje, ûe i p¯ÌötÏ, pokud
prost¯edky jeho dovolÌ, o vhodnÈ doplÚky bude se starati.
V hlubokÈ ˙ctÏ
Ant. Truhl·¯
c. k. profess. akadem. gymnasia
redaktor »asop. »esk. Musea
V Praze 12. ˙nora 1898

Summary
SIGISMUNDUS GELENIUS AND HIS LIFE IN BASLE
Gelenius, scholar of Czech origin and corrector in the Frobenian printing house in Basle, friend of Erasmus and Melanchthon, was an object
of research of the Czech classical philologists in the 19th century and in
the beginning of the 20th century. After the World War II, attention was
paid rather to his father ÿeho¯ Hrub˝, translator of Erasmus, Italian humanists and Church Fathers into Czech. There are, therefore, results of
recent very precise foreign research which brings new facts on the life
of Sigismundus Gelenius in Basle, namely studies by Pierre Petitmengin
on Gelenius, his work and correspondence, and the commentaries to the
edition of the Amerbach-Correspondences by Beat R. Jenny and Alfred
Hartmann. Present paper tries to summarize the Czech research on Gelenius and to bring new information from the recent foreign literature.
Special attention was focused on his activity at the Frobenian press, his
communication with other humanists and patrons of his editions. Also
the family of Sigismundus is introduced, above all with description of
the life of his sons. Besides his prosaic works (two consolations) and
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correspondence also his Lexicum symphonum is mentioned and discussed in the connection with former opinion on his authorship of the so
called Dictionariolum hexaglosson. Two newly discovered documents
to the life and after-life of Geleniusí work are published in appendix ñ
the letter of Vigle van Aytta to Gelenius and the letter of AntonÌn Truhl·¯ from the time when he donated his collection of Gelenian prints to
the Library of the National Museum.
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